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It will be seen in this article that the famous director Robert Wilson 's Einstein on the 
Beach production goes through the post dramatic filter of the Train scene by going 
deep into the post dramatic. The images, dancers, light and music of the scene, which 
will be examined through the breaking of the dramatic through the post dramatic 
elements, will also be examined. For this, it is necessary to first know the dramatic 
theater elements, then analyze how these elements are broken in the Postdramatic. 
Because in postdramatic theater, we see what the dramatic theater is rather than what 
it is. As Lehmann conveyed, we cannot describe the term postdramatic with the term 
"post-dramatic". We can describe the dramatic with perhaps imaginative or 
performative turn. We will see our efforts to find a solution to this problem through 
the relevant article. The corresponding production is a long opera that is not the subject 
of Einstein's emerging from a famous beach photo. Some important details, from 
Einstein's appearance to some of his theories, have been turned into a stage-by-show 
visual show. Summary information of the enrichment of the images, which is one of 
the most basic outcomes of post dramatic and the most known technique of Robert 
Wilson, with the performances of the dancers on the stage, the breaking of the game 
text, as well as bringing the audience to an illusion in a different dimension, will be 
explained under a single title. 
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Introduction 

“Post’ here is to be understood neither as an epochal category, nor simply as a chronological ‘after’ drama, a ‘forgetting’ 

of the dramatic ‘past’, but rather as a rupture and a beyond that continue to entertain relationships with drama and 

are in many ways an analysis and ‘anamnesis’ of drama.” (Barnett, 2008). 

In order to distinguish the dramatic from the post dramatic, the dramatic must be analyzed well. Because without 

assimilating the essential and formal elements of the text that are essential in the dramatic, for example, in the post 

dramatic, not after the dramatic, we may not understand the reason for the breaking of the text. Moreover, we may 

not be able to speak of a post-dramatic performance without ignoring the natural representation in a dramatic text as 

well as the powerful task of the plot. Therefore, the dramatic emphasis in the unity of event, time and space is far 

from meaning in post dramatic! we may not be able to question the difference when we witness how it was destroyed 

by a regime. If we quote from a magazine article written that the famous philologist Péter Szondi focused on Modern 

Drama Theory;  

“…The Modern Drama, where he first established the idea that dramatic form is not an abtract entity,independent of time and place, 

but rather inextricably tied up with the content it informs…”  (Hays, 1983). 

At this point, we need to mention the revised version of the dramatic, not the post-dramatic, the "postdramatic 

theater" of Hans-Thies Lehmann, as well as the text-performance idea through an unpublished article in academic 

language and by Robert Wilson's Einstein-made example.  
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“Lehmann’s book in many ways seems a continuation of Szondi’s project, but continuation that is at the same time based on a major 

revision and reassessment of Szondi’s predominantly Hegelian model. Postdratisches Theater, if compared to Szondi’s essay, is  also 

indicative of the major paradigm shift that has occurred in theatre studies since the 1960s, mostly as a result of changed theatre practices, 

but also of the increasing impact of performance studies on theatre scholarship. Lehmann regards performativity, not rootedness in dramatic 

text, as the major constituent of theatre. The notion of “postdramatic” however, does not imply that theatre no longer uses texts, or that 

writing plays would no longer be possible (or relevant), it only that the other components of the mise en scene are no longer  subservient to 

text.”  (Wessendorf, 2003).  

However, the distance from the meaning in the postdramatic and / or contrasting text / performance is not a long 

distance between the audience and the theater. Perhaps the audience will, after a post dramatic staging, will establish 

a connection between an event he experienced one day and the post-dramatic production he is watching at that 

moment, maybe it will make sense. 

In the post dramatic one always breaks an element. This element does not have to be the text of the game. Because 

we can put any dramatic text on the stage in a dramatic way. However, we cannot think of the opposite. Because some 

or all of the elements that are dramatic in post dramatic can break. For example, the break in dramatic text in post 

dramatic reveals a different theatrical performance presentation beyond auditory, visual and time space. We call this 

text, for example, the landscape text in Robert Wilson's Theater of Images together with Gertrude Stein. All the 

elements in the stage, like a landscape, are intertwined and form the meaning. But in many productions without space, 

which can be beyond time or reality, the audience will realize that they do not understand anything from the so-called 

text. Or the audience who has read a dramatic text before and came to the post dramatic show will be able to argue 

that the text after the production has been broken too much and there is no meaningfulness in the scene. However, 

one of the most basic elements we should know about post dramatic is;  

“In postdramatic theater, stage text and written text differ from each other, and the staging itself is  shaped like a text.”  (Aksoy, 

2012).  

In this article, the “Train” scene from the production of Einstein on the Beach by Robert Wilson will be examined 

through the post dramatic elements. Each review phase will examine how Einstein was given a post-dramatic meaning 

to the scene, inspired by any beach photograph. 

The opera Einstein on the Beach premiered on July 25, 1976, under the direction of Robert Wilson and also 

organized by Wilson and the famous composer Philip Glass, at the Avignon Festival in France. Later, he performed 

at the Princeton McCarter Theater in New York in 1984, then in New Jersey in 1992, and finally at the Berlioz Opera 

in France again in 2012. The production consists of 4 parts and at the end of each part, the breaks called Knee Play 

are placed. The four sections are outlined; It shows distribution as "Train", "Trial", "Space", "Spaceship". After the 

first knee play, the “train” stage, which will last about 25 minutes, is passed. The train scene will be examined in detail 

along with the postdramatic theater throughout the article with the idea that the scene is the most intense and 

meaningful as personal interpretation. Then the stage of “Hearing” is started. In the trial stage, we see Einstein for 

the first time. He has a violin in his hand. Other fixed / silent players accompanying Einstein are the two remaining 

players from the first knee play. The stage is represented by judges and other actors by name. Another important 

element of this scene is the text, which we can consider as a dramatic element, takes place for the first time with a 

verbal activity. However, when the text is carefully listened, it will be noted that poetry and imagination prevail in the 

text. Antonin Artaud's idea that we can interpret it as "the transition from the author's text to the production text" 

and the directive side of the performative and / or poetic as a requirement of Robert Wilson's Theater of Images, 

thus a new language is encountered. “What Artaud said was to go beyond the verbal side of the language and to distribute the role 

of the God-author between the director and those on stage. So it would be necessary to look for a new language and stage graphic on the 

stage.”  (Demirkol, 2013). As the related texts are written in poetry and imagery, the audience is exposed to images in 

accordance with Wilson's Theater of Images. And, as in the postdramatic theater, it has become the audience's task 

to make sense of production. 
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Figure 1.  
Einstein On The Beach (1976) / Trial (Bed) Episode (http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-beach ) 

After the trial stage, there is a section called “Space” containing the space ship scene. In this section, a regime draft 

in which the performance gains weight in the postdramatic is seen. Einstein dances eight dancers led by choreographer 

Lucinda Chils! We are watching with. In this episode, where music, text, light and choreography gain weight, Einstein 

is observed by the audience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  
Einstein On The Beach (1976) / Field (Space Machine) Episode (http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-
beach ) 

It is also worth mentioning the director of the production, Robert Wilson. With the development of new currents, 

new vocabulary technique and decor / music / performance understanding in the theater, we all see that changes are 

made in stage, regie and writing techniques in general. The plot in the theater is no longer in a hierarchical order. The 

characters are not depicted in detail. Even though it is not at the time of watching in the theater, the power of 

reminding the presentation was developed with the many events to be experienced subconsciously or after the 

http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-beach
http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-beach
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presentation. From time to time on the stage, the rain of images, which is a world of images, brings a perception 

beyond the time and space to the audience, and the perception form of the performative is revealed from time to 

time. The performative is again the human body. However, this body serves image and music rather than serving the 

stage, and sometimes the body and its limbs become the basis of the text (if any).  

“Bodies and people appear as impenetrable (sacred) objects, rather than as tools of ordinary trickery used to reflect certain pre-determined 

energies and meanings of the plays..” (Carlson, 2013, p.168) . 

And in the mentioned theater there is mostly no text and it is not concrete. While all this is counted, one of the 

first names that come to mind is Robert Wilson. Wilson's theater is different from image and sound. These elements, 

which are in parallel with each other, are separate from each other when detailed. The purpose here is clear;  

“Wilson’s intention is for the sound and the image to function as two separate units within the theatrical environment.. .” (Cardwell-

Rambo, 2013).  

Because Wilson's productions have otherness from the text. The viewer watches the visual, experiences and tries 

to interpret it rather than an incident. Looking at the result, there is a high probability that countless audience 

comments have been obtained. This shows how diverse and versatile Wilson's theater is. In this theater, it may not be 

explained how the tree blooms or how the paint came. Although it is said, it may not be understood. Instead, worldly 

actions around the tree, namely images and bodies, are presented (not described, there is no narrative.) 

 “ By structuring his productions around visual images rather than a written text, he significantly downplays the narrative aspe ct of 

theatre to provide a truly  visionary experience. Characterized by fragmentation and juxtaposition of visual and aural elements, Wilson’s 

theatre is more corcerned with form and structure than it is with plot or linear narrative” (Wilcox, 1994).  

When you look at the shape and structure, we also see that many things are in opposition in space. If we say that 

the visual festivity, perhaps, consists of these contrasts, we are not considered to be very wrong. It reflects the contrast 

from every element of the stage, Wilson's theater.  

“Vertical/horizontal, voice/silence, light/dark, fast/slow, cold light/warm light, minimalism/maximalism, realism/abstraction, 

rational/irrational, comedy/tragedy, the Almighty/grotesque..” (Korad Birkiye, 2007, p.228).  

If we leave space and come to the light of space, we will come to the most important stage of Wilson theater. 

Because technical equipment, especially light, is the most visual power factor in this theater. We can understand how 

important the technique and especially the light order is for the visual presentation of all body and images by watching 

any production of Wilson. 

Robert Wilson's place in the postdramatic theater will be explored on the Train scene of Einstein on the Beach, 

for its exemplary and imaginative density, with specific titles and some personal paintings. 

“Einstein on the Beach / Train” Stage With Postdramatic Logic The Place Of Images In Postdramatic 

“Dealing with images we should not try to understand the meaning of each image, to apprehend its precise meaning, but to feel  

those images, to let our memories and imaginations wander: the meaning of an image is the image itself. Image is a language.  All images 

also are surfaces and, as such, they reflect what is projected on it.”  (Boal, 2005). 

Post dramatic theater has brought a new stage aesthetics to the art of drama. In this aesthetic, there may be a heap 

of indicators (rain of images) or a shortage of indicators in parallel with the logic of Peter Brook. One of the most 

important elements in post dramatic is Image. As the reason for this; In postdramatic theater, images and theater have 

come to the fore, mostly as we get from the famous director Robert Wilson, with the breaking of the influence of the 

play text and speeches. And this, as I mentioned in the previous section, completely broke the dramatic one.  

“The absence of dialogue leads to the predominance of the stage picture in the Theatre of Images. This voids all consideration s of theatre 

as it is conventionally understood in terms of plot, character, setting, language and movement. Actors do not create “roles”. They function 

instead as media through which the play-wright expresses his ideas; they serve as icons and images. Te.xt is merely a pretext a scenario”  

(Marranca, 1976).   

Images can indicate the purpose of the director's and author's departure with his presence or absence. It can even 

reveal the entire map. Post a dramatic writer and director can interpret each image in a production that has image 

intensity in a way that makes the audience confused. Or it can target the same thing with image poverty. Because 
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image means breaking reality on stage; Because the image means that the viewer passes from one abstract situation to 

another without performing interpretation and therefore confusion.  

“Indicators vary with their extremely incomplete or highly intensive usage. According to the usage of time and space, the audience either 

fills in the meaning gaps himself or extracts meaning from extended used indicators” (Abalı, 2005). 

Postdramatic Filter of the “Train ”Stage 

When we examine the Train section of Einstein on the Beach, in addition to the image rain of Robert Wilson, for 

example, the song given during the dances of the dancers is not read on the lips of the dancers. Names, voices that 

can be read on the lips are given from the sound columns. This shows us Wilson's desire to present a new reality 

against reality on the stage, a new reality that breaks reality. This illusion that we are not accustomed to breaks the 

reality of the dramatic, as the audience is confused. However, we need to be sure that; this confusion will find meaning 

somewhere in everyday life. 

As is known, there is a hierarchical order on the stage. The event begins, develops and ends. However, post does 

not have to be dramatically; The hierarchical order can be disrupted.  

“When the final chapter in great tragedies is always known, readers and audience begin to question events to learn how the sto ry 

progresses and ends in postdramatic tragedy. No longer dramatic texts and non-hierarchical structure have become a rule in postdramatic 

tragedy.”  (Günenç, 2019). 

 
Figure 3.  
Einstein On The Beach (2012) / Train Episode (http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-beach) 

In the Train scene of Einstein on the Beach; A child carries a light box in his hand. The image, which we call the 

light box, is perhaps the representative of a moon or star. This goes into personal interpretation in postdramatic. A 

teenager in a red jacket, simultaneously with the child, shows his actions to the audience on his own plane. There is 

also a Machinist who brought the Train to the stage. The machinist continues his journey with his pipe. In the train 

section, there are characters and actions that develop as a whole but within a fragmented structure when it spreads to 

the general. And every character and action actually breaks the hierarchy of dramatic elements like light, music. 

Moreover, the dances of the characters in which Einstein's costumes on the stage are imagined break their dramatic 

hierarchy on the stage.  

“However, here it is a whole consisting of steps, incomprehensible gestures, and original choreographic arrangements that have not 

traditionally conformed to the styles that determine dance. This dance not only avoids the coding of the known dance, but als o builds a 

unique aesthetic.” (Ünal, 2004).  

The body is also a powerful indicator in the postdramatic theater as much as decor, language and light. And this 

indicator, as previously discussed, should be purified from the hierarchical structure. Each individual's body must find 

its meaning in its own space, that is, the individual must also be liberated from the body.  

http://www.robertwilson.com/einstein-on-the-beach
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“In order truly to approach the postdramatic, Lehman makes clear, the bıdy must be freed from the constraints of the mimetic character, 

traditionally derived from the dramatic text, and set free to register as purely performative.”  (Carlson, 2015).  

When we look at the production of Einstein on the Beach, every body has a representation and a certain space on 

the stage. Although the dancers seem disconnected from each other, a connection can be established between their 

actions after a while. This bond is actually fed by the opposition of movement and immobility of the actor and the 

inactive player or a single player. Robert Wilson, “… movement and stillness; utilising these two contrasting concepts emphasizes 

the disconnection of the body and its limbs from each other” (Doğrusoy, 2019). In the Train section, the actress in the red shirt 

is slow on the stage and despite her fast action by her co-stars, she has taken place on the stage with slow motion, fast 

movement (jumping) and neutral movements throughout the episode. 

Testing Dramatic Text that has been Fractured with the Postdramatic 

“the text … is considered only as one element, one layer, or as a ‘material’ of the scenic creation, not as its master.” 

(Lehmann, 2006) 

 

It should be emphasized again that the images (indicators) and / or action have the power to dramatically break 

the text. In a mostly dramatic text, the time and place of each image or action was calculated. 

“A dramatic script is a tgeatre universe in its text form, a literary structure based on several dramaturgy principles: the separation of 

roles, dialogues, dramatic tension, character action, space/time directions.”  (Rădulescu, 2019).  

However, in a post-dramatic production, images and actions do not have to have a simultaneous and accompanying 

order. The text may of course be, but it does not have to be at the core of the production, similar to what Lehmann 

conveyed. In postdramatic theater, mostly performance (action) and indicators, and sometimes words (not necessarily 

dialogue) are dominant. We can give examples to the indicators from the Train scene; A chair, a seashell, a 19th 

century steam train, a paper airplane, a light box, a pipe, a wand in the hands of a few players, a newspaper, a light 

that divides the background in the scene in the train scene. 

In dramatic texts there are before and after the event, place or time. But it doesn't always have to be like this in 

post dramatic. Time and action can lose their dramatic feature through many repetitions, that is, a dramatic break can 

occur. As an example of repetitions; A long-haired female dancer repeating the same round-trip movement more than 

100 times throughout the episode, unlike the actor, with extremely slow movements, an action like jumping in places, 

repeatedly repeats the same movement ... demonstrates the dramatic break in the stage. When the viewer adapts to 

these repetitions, he has a partial illusion. It begins to play a role away from text and theme, close to the meaning and 

timing of the game.  

“The audience becomes distracted from the main plot and focuses on the act of repetition and its tiny changes, a situation that leads to 

a turn of importance from the meaning of the play to its structure, but also to the concept pf time and its relevance”  (Gemtou, 2014). 

Einstein in Postdramatic 

When we examine Wilson's regime in detail, we can see Einstein's Theory of Relativity on stage. The elements that 

show us this theory on stage are; time, images, use of light, space, energy, speed and movements. Movement and 

energy in accordance with space, which gains activity with light and music from these elements, actually proves 

Einstein's theory. In accordance with the theory, in the Train scene, in addition to the simultaneous movement of the 

relevant elements, a light line appears in the background each time (the light is seen 3 times throughout the scene). 

Each character and image on the stage is that the light divides the scene in two while it is positioned independently of 

each other, although the time and space flow in the same way for everyone, although it is perceived differently. In 

order for a region with the same space to be clearly perceived, the creation of space and time, that is, during the four 

dimensions, everyone started to gradually create their place on the stage. When we come to the final of the train scene, 

everyone has taken its place now, so according to the theory, the width, length and depth of the stage have become 

perceptible, that is, it has also been provided with three dimensions. At this stage, the platform on which the child is 

located begins to bend towards the train space. Wilson's aim at this point is to present Einstein's Theory of Relativity. 

“According to the General Theory of Relativity, although the objects are always on the straight lines in four-dimensional space-time, in 

three-dimensional space, they seem to us as if they were drawing curves.” (Hawking, 1988). In this way, it is explained in the stage 

finale of the platform that most of them are bent over. And one conclusion we made is that; light, motion and energy, 
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which are among the benefits of space, fulfilled Wilson's Theory of Relativity. In addition, Wilson achieves another 

goal; “Wilson explains that while designing the play, he wants to bring Einstein's both scientist and fantastic attitude in together” 

(Demirkol, 2013). Einstein's dreamy attitude, on the other hand, could be reflected by the images created on stage and 

the presence of light / music shows. 

Postdramatic Analysis of the Train Scene in the Context of Causality 
In addition to the interpretation of the Train scene, which was detailed in the previous sections, in the light of the 
Postdramatic Theater, two summary tables will be given; 

Table 1.  
Dramatic and Postdramatic Theater Comparison 

Some Indicators of Dramatic Postdramatic Power 

Hierarchical Order 
Simultaneously; but a string of independent actions. Dramatic text is 
broken. (The text is not sacred). The performance text is dominant. 

Music / Sound Effects 
 

Those belonging to the stage: Space - light, those belonging to the 
Player (Dancer): Speed-motion, Both space and the player: Energy 

Facial Expression / Gesture 
 

During the Light, Energy-Speed-Movement + Demonstration, there 
is no "character", it is focused on physicality and body. All gestures 
are prepared accordingly. 

Spatial Positioning of Place 
 

Each player (dancer) has its own position. Each location is 
elongated, independent of other players. Therefore, independent 
Energy-Speed Motion and a mystical space 

Decor Imaginary Density (Whole in itself) 

In addition to the table; some of Einstein's information can be observed in a post dramatic interpretation of 
Einstein's Robert Wilson filter on the train scene. 

Table 2.  
Einstein's Images and Submissions / Cause-Result Relationship 

Physical appearance 

 

Einstein's reminder 

 

Dancers' use of white shirts, black trousers 

and suspenders 

Beach Pho Reminding the photo Sea shell 

The theory of relativity  Reminding the theory by R. Wilson (Everyone's common relative) The light line 

in the background, (Every dancer takes her 

place in space) Gaining 4 dimensions, 

(gaining width, longitude and depth), 

gaining 3 dimensions, tilting the platform on 

which the child is. 

Conclusion 
In the Train scene of Einstein On The Beach, we observe that the dramatic one is very much broken. Evidence of 

this can be given as evidence of breaking the sanctity of the text, breaking the time-space unity on the basis of action 

and action, without a dramatic hierarchy. In the post dramatic theater, we can not see anything like the dramatic, and 

now it is much more difficult to analyze the image, the event and the character in the post dramatic as the audience. 

In post dramatic, which makes an intellectual process compulsory, there is a theater experience that suggests the issue 

raised by the production and the results of the causal link between each element and person. The production was set 

out from a famous beach photograph of Einstein. And in this world of images, Einstein's life and theories are also 

exposed. Thanks to this production, we can observe the fact that a light that is thought to be simple creates projections 

with many joints. In addition, we can see much more than a classical text, what performance can tell rather than words, 

what is told is not actually meant to explain, what signs and elements are broken in the theater we memorize in post 

dramatic productions. (The relevant indicators and elements are explained in detail in the article.) And I suggest going 

to one post dramatic production to stop how these breaks affect us as the audience. You will see how each known 
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becomes unknown with another unknown and how we have been forced into an intellectual process in this unknown, 

and we are constantly left on stage. 
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